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“There’s no need.”

Evan stubbornly dragged the two little ones to the changing room.

After changing back into their attire, he brought them back to the Hillside Villa.

As he walked into the living room, Sophia looked at him bewilderedly. “Evan,
what happened to your clothes?”

He then lowered his gaze and stared at his clothes. “What’s wrong, mom?”

“Take your clothes off.”

Frowning, he took off his top. A huge drawing of a devil could be seen at the back
of his shirt.

The devil was malicious-looking with its extended fangs and claws.

It was a vivid drawing, and even the fangs could be seen clearly. Below the
drawing, three words were written: The Devil Himself.

In an instant, Evan’s face clouded with anger. As he looked down at Kyle and
Juan, both of the children had an innocent face.

Sophia was curious about who was the one who had the guts to mess with her
son. He was known as “Lucifer” in the industry for his relentless and merciless
tactics.



Whoever did this had the heart of a lion!

“Evan, who did this?”

Squinting his eyes, Evan recalled when Nina sneaked into the president’s office
and doodled on all the documents. Upon observing the devil drawn on his shirt,
he was certain that it was the work of that little girl.

This weirdo is always finding trouble with me! The mother and daughter pair is
my nemeses!

“Mom, I know what to do. I’ll make them pay.”

Nicole can’t even educate her children properly; she should take responsibility
and be lectured for allowing this to happen!

Nina the weirdo was this daring. Evan did not mind teaching her a lesson on how
to behave!

Seeing how furious Evan was, Kyle and Juan gazed at each other. They knew
someone was going to be screwed.

Should I tip her off?

Juan crept into the bedroom and called Nina to ask about this.

When confronted, Nina was silent for a moment.

She was feeling slightly guilty but she retorted stubbornly, “Did you see with your
own eyes that I drew it?”

“It better not be you. Daddy is very angry. He said he wouldn’t forgive the person
who doodled on his shirt. Whoever did it should be careful.”



After ending the call, Nina was uneasy. However, she convinced herself that she
would face Evan head-on if he bullied her and would never back down.

The next day, Nina and Maya woke up early in the morning to pack their stuff,
ready to move to the Rose Garden.

“Mommy, do we still need these?”

“If you need it, bring it along. Or else we’ll have to buy new ones.”

“Mommy, there’s so many houses at Rose Garden. Why don’t we rent out a few
and make some money?”

Nicole turned around to look at Nina, surprisingly. She was not expecting her
child to know a thing about financing.

“No, we can’t do that. Juan has inherited the Rose Garden from Mr. Seet. It’s
inappropriate to rent it out.”

Besides, Evan was extremely unhappy to learn that they were moving in. He
even tried to stop them.

Hence, it was impossible to rent it out. The idea was rejected immediately.

Although her financial situation was not the best and she was struggling to make
ends meet, she had planned her next steps.

“Don’t you two worry. I will work hard. One day, you won’t have to be troubled for
money.”

“Mommy, we just want to be with you. It doesn’t matter if we are poor or wealthy.”

“That’s right. All we ask for is to be with Mommy.”



Nicole was contented with how sensible her daughters were.

On the other hand, it seemed like Evan only cared about the two sons. When can
he treat the girls the way he cares for the boys?

The thought flashed through her mind. She then looked at Nina and Maya,
asking, “Do the both of you want to be like Juan and Kyle?”

Puzzled, they stared at her; the two little ones did not understand what she
meant.

“What I meant is, if I let Evan know that you’re both his daughters, then he’ll treat
you like how he treats Juan and Kyle. Would you like that?”


